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Social Media Handles

Cyrus Patell (@cpatell)

Cyrus Patell (@cyruspatell) • Instagram photos and videos

Associated Websites
● patell dot net

● starwars.patell.net | Lucasfilm: Filmmaker and Philosopher

● Patell and Waterman's HIstory of New York | Being a ... course, companion, blog,

and book.

https://twitter.com/cpatell?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/cyruspatell/?hl=en
https://patell.net/
https://starwars.patell.net/
https://ahistoryofnewyork.com/
https://ahistoryofnewyork.com/


● Cyrus Patell - Wikipedia

● Cyrus RK Patell

● Open Ed: Cyrus Patell, American Literature

● I am Cyrus RK Patell, author of the forthcoming book Lucasfilm: Filmmaking,

Philosophy, and the Star Wars Universe, which will be published by Bloomsbury

Academic on August 12. Ask me anything about Star Wars or literary and cultural

studies!: IAmA

Recent Articles Authored by Patell
● Lessons from a Galaxy Far, Far Away | by Cyrus RK Patell

For Context
● The Entire Star Wars Story Finally Explained

Recent Publications

Lucasfilm: Filmmaking, Philosophy, and the Star Wars Universe: Philosophical Filmmakers
Cyrus RK Patell Bloomsbury Academic

From A New Hope to The Rise of Skywalker and beyond, this book offers the first

complete assessment and philosophical exploration of the Star Wars universe.

Lucasfilm examines the ways in which these iconic films were shaped by global cultural

mythologies and world cinema, as well as philosophical ideas from the fields of

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_Patell
https://nyuad.nyu.edu/en/academics/divisions/arts-and-humanities/faculty/cyrus-r-k-patell.html
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLE094311E2D7A31CD
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/n4r7b3/i_am_cyrus_r_k_patell_author_of_the_forthcoming/
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/n4r7b3/i_am_cyrus_r_k_patell_author_of_the_forthcoming/
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/n4r7b3/i_am_cyrus_r_k_patell_author_of_the_forthcoming/
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/n4r7b3/i_am_cyrus_r_k_patell_author_of_the_forthcoming/
https://cyrus-patell.medium.com/lessons-from-a-galaxy-far-far-away-162ea1b62054
https://www.looper.com/162409/the-entire-star-wars-story-finally-explained/
https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/lucasfilm-9781350100596/
https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/lucasfilm-9781350100596/


aesthetics and political theory, and now serve as a platform for public philosophy. Cyrus

R. K. Patell also looks at how this ever-expanding universe of cultural products and

enterprises became a global brand and asks: can a corporate entity be considered a

“filmmaker and philosopher”?

More than any other film franchise, Lucasfilm's Star Wars has become part of the global

cultural imagination. The new generation of Lucasfilm artists is full of passionate fans of

the Star Wars universe, who have now been given the chance to build on George

Lucas's oeuvre. Within these pages, Patell explores what it means for films and their

creators to become part of cultural history in this unprecedented way.

According to Patell: “...it’s about Star Wars as an ongoing platform for public philosophy.

I see Lucas as not only mobilizing philosophical thinking himself in the films he himself

made, but also creating, in what has now come to be known as “the Star Wars

universe,” a vehicle for philosophical thinking by others.”

More on the Philosophical Filmmakers series:

Patell’s film is one in a series titled Philosophical Filmmakers. According to Bloomsbury,

“Films can ask big questions about human existence: what it means to be alive, to be

afraid, to be moral, to be loved. The Philosophical Filmmakers series examines the work

of influential directors, through the writing of thinkers wanting to grapple with the rocky

territory where film and philosophy touch borders.

https://starwars.patell.net/announcing-lucasfilm-filmmaker-and-philosopher/
https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/series/philosophical-filmmakers/


Each book involves a philosopher engaging with an individual filmmaker’s work,

revealing how it has inspired the author’s own philosophical perspectives and how

critical engagement with those films can expand our intellectual horizons.”

Other books in this series:

Alfred Hitchcock, Luchino Visconti, Christopher Nolen, Douglas Sirk, Shyam Benegal,

Kenneth Lonergan, Terrence Malick, Werner Herzog, Eric Rohmer.

Some Points of Interest from Patell’s Work:

● The focus is not on George Lucas as a philosopher, nor any philosophical

positions depicted in the original Star Wars film, or subsequent sequels/

prequels. Rather, it’s on how these films serve as a continuing platform for public

philosophy.

● Lucas’ use of melodrama, as per Western culture in particular, in differentiating

the good guys from the bad.

● Free will vs. destiny

● Technophobia: are humans damaging themselves by relying on technology?

Does the integration of technology into civilization cause a loss of humanity and

individuality?

● Cosmopolitan theory, the belief that all people are entitled to the same degree of

respect and consideration, invites conversations, since the films can be



interpreted in a variety of ways. Multiculturalism vs. cosmopolitanism (where

multiculturalists emphasise tolerance to such an extent that they hesitate to

extend judgments across their own cultural boundaries, whereas cosmopolitans

concede to fallibilism, knowing they are imperfect, thus spurring conversations to

gain a better account of the truth).

● The role of failure as a teacher, as a burden, not only for the characters, but for

the filmmakers themselves.

● The importance of a moral compass, of being able to balance good and evil.


